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Abstract- We present a low complexity adaptive transmission
approach for spatially correlated MIMO channels. The proposed
scheme adaptively switches between orthogonal space-time block
codes (OSTBC) and spatial multiplexing (SM), depending of the
channel correlation and SNR. We derive an exact closed-form
expression and tight upper bound on the OSTBC capacity in
double-correlated channels, and examine the relative capacity of
OSTBC and SM in terms of the spatial correlation. We then
derive efficient closed-form BER expressions for practical OSTBC transmission employing bit-interleaved coded modulation
(BICM). Based on these results, we propose a practical adaptive
algorithm which selects the combination of MIMO transmission
scheme (OSTBC or SM), and BICM mode, which achieves the
highest spectral efficiency whilst satisfying a pre-defined BER.

I. INTRODUCTION

Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) technology exploits
the spatial components of the wireless channel to improve
capacity and bit error rate (BER) performance of communication systems, through diversity or multiplexing transmission
techniques. Diversity schemes, such as orthogonal space-time
block codes (OSTBC) [1], are conceived to combat channel
fading, providing increased link robustness. Spatial multiplexing (SM) enables transmission of multiple parallel data streams
as a means to enhance systems throughput [2]. These benefits
can be simultaneously achieved in MIMO systems, according
to the theoretical diversity/multiplexing tradeoffs derived in
[3]. One practical implementation is to adaptively switch
between diversity and multiplexing transmission schemes, by
tracking the changing channel conditions.
A number of adaptive MIMO transmission techniques have
been proposed thus far. The diversity/multiplexing switching
method in [4] was designed to improve BER for fixed rate
transmission, based on instantaneous channel quality information. Alternatively, statistical channel information can be
employed to enable adaptation as in [5], resulting in reduced
feedback overhead and number of control messages. The
adaptive transmission algorithm in [5] was designed to enhance spectral efficiency for predefined target error rate, based
on channel time/frequency selectivity indicators. In [6, 7] we
proposed similar low-feedback adaptive approaches, exploiting
the channel spatial selectivity to switch between beamforming
and spatial multiplexing.
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In this paper we examine adaptive schemes which require
even less feedback than [6,7], by adapting between the openloop MIMO schemes OSTBC and SM, with low-complexity
linear receivers. We first derive new closed-form expressions
for the ergodic capacity of OSTBC in spatially-correlated
Rayleigh MIMO channels, and then find theoretical tradeoffs
between OSTBC and SM based on capacity crossing points.
We then compute efficient closed-form BER expressions for
OSTBC with bit-interleaved coded modulation (BICM), based
on a saddlepoint approximation originally proposed in [8]
for the single-input single-output (SISO). Finally, we propose
a practical adaptive algorithm, based on the derived BER
expressions, and show significant improvements in BER and
spectral efficiency over non-adaptive systems. Given the lowcomplexity MIMO transceivers, the low feedback overhead
required for adaptation, and the relevant performance gains,
the proposed method provides an attractive solution for future
generation MIMO systems, particularly in the context of the
standards IEEE 802.11n, IEEE 802.16e and 3GPP LTE.
II. SYSTEM AND CHANNEL MODELS
Consider a narrowband MIMO system with Nt transmit and
N, receive antennas, modeled for each channel use by

s Ha+n
(1)
N(1

r =r

where r C CN- 1 is the receive signal vector, a C CNt 1
is the transmit signal vector subject to the power constraint
EfIlal 2} = Nt, n C CN,x1 is the additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) vector with covariance matrix S{nnt }=
N0IN,, and H e CN xNt is the MIMO channel matrix. The
SNR is defined as a = Es/No.
We model the spatially-correlated Rayleigh MIMO channel

as2

R1/2ZS1/2
C N-Nt contains independent entries
H

=

(2)

where Z C
CJVg(0, 1),
and S and R denote the transmit and receive spatial correlation matrices, respectively. We normalize the MIMO channel
matrix such that S [II H 2] = N,Nt and define Q = S X R.
The matrices Q, S and R have the eigenvalue decompositions
Q = UqAtqUt

S

=

U,A,Ut,

R

=

U,A,Ut.

(3)

2We use (.)* to denote conjugation, (.)T to denote transposition, (.)t to
denote conjugation and transposition,
to denote the absolute value or
determinant of a matrix, 11 IIF to denote the Frobenius norm.
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To verify the analytical results presented in this paper, we
consider the exponential correlation model at the transmitter
and receiver Ri,j = prx l and Sij = ptx , where Prx and
Ptx are the receive and transmit spatial correlation coefficients
between adjacent antennas. To make our discussion concrete,
we also evaluate the performance of the proposed adaptive
algorithm in realistic propagation environments simulated
through the COST-259 physical channel model [9].
For OSTBC transmission with a maximum-ratio combining
(MRC) receiver, we have the following equivalent input-output
extension to (1) as in [10]
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III. COMPARISON OF OSTBC AND SM CAPACITY IN

SPATIALLY-CORRELATED CHANNELS

Fig. 1. Empirical, exact and upper bound to the ergodic capacity of OSTBC
for 2x2, 2x4 and 2x6 MIMO systems. The exponential model is used, with
Ptx = 0.5 and prx = 0.1.

A. Capacity of OSTBC in Double-Sided Correlated Channels
In this section we derive a new closed-form expression and
a much simpler upper bound expression for the capacity of To evaluate the integrals in (9) we use the property [12]
OSTBC with a MRC receiver in spatially-correlated channels.
00
These results will be used to investigate the relative perfor--exp /' Ei(-I
ln(1 +/3x) exp(-Mx) dx
mance of OSTBC with respect to SM transmission in various
0
(10)
correlated channel scenarios.
The ergodic capacity of OSTBC can be expressed as
for Re(,) > 0 and -w < arg13 < w, where Ei(.) is the
exponential integral. For Hermitian positive definite Q, the
COSTBC = RcE [1o2 ( + RN~
(5) required conditions are met, and we use (10) to obtain
N H
where Rc = n IN is the rate of the OSTBC, n, is the number
of symbols transmitted per block and N is the number of
symbol periods per block. For double-sided spatially correlated
channels we find

HI IF

= vec(H)tvec(H)
=

vec(Z)tAqvec(Z)

EAq,iEi

(6)

i=l

where r = rank(Q), Aq,j are the non-zero diagonal entries of
Aq in (3) and Ei's are i.i.d. exponentially distributed random
variables. Note that we invoke the property
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We clearly see that the OSTBC capacity depends explicitly on
the long-term channel characteristics through the eigenvalues
of the spatial correlation matrices.
We can derive a simpler expression which provides more
insights by examining the upper bound on OSTBC capacity
by applying Jensen's inequality to (5) to obtain

(12)
COSTBC < RC 1og2 (1 + R Nr)
Q1/2vec(Z) (7)
that this upper bound applies for both single-sided and
following from (2). We now define Tr 1= Aq,iEi, which is Note
double-sided
correlated Rayleigh MIMO channels.
clearly a central quadratic form in Gaussian random vectors.
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Using a general result from [11], the p.d.f. of Tj is found to be
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Using (5) and (8), the capacity is
COSTBC

exp(

A
q,i

given by

B. Relative Capacity Investigation of OSTBC and SM

X
Aq,j)
exp (
2RCN

)

In Fig. 1 we compare the capacity expression (11) and upper
bound (12) with empirically generated (simulated) capacity
curves, in exponentially correlated channels with various antenna configurations. We see that the closed-form expression
(11) is exact and the upper bound (12) is tight in all cases.

2

2Aq,i

)-

An upper bound to the ergodic capacity of SM with a zeroforcing (ZF) receiver in transmit correlated Rayleigh MIMO
channels was derived in [6]. Comparing this bound with the
OSTBC capacity bound in (12) we find that there exists a
crossing point of the capacity curves at an SNR threshold -ycp,
(9) which corresponds to the positive solution to the polynomial
I1388
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Fig. 2. Capacity crossing-points of OSTBC and SM for MIMO 2x2 systems,
as a function of the transmit spatial correlation. The channel is single-sided
correlated and the exponential model is used, with ptx = 0.1 and ptx = 0.9.

In this section we derive the BER of OSTBC with BICM
in spatially-correlated channels. Note that the performance
of OSTBC with BICM has been previously considered for
uncorrelated channels in [13-15]. Our results are derived
under the common assumption of ideal interleaving. These
analytical results, along with corresponding BER expressions
we derived previously for SM systems in [7], will form the
basis of our practical adaptive switching algorithm proposed
in Section V.
We consider a MIMO system operating with standard BICM
encoders on each transmit layer with 2M-ary Gray-labeled
PSK/QAM modulation (e.g. see [16]). The modulated symbols
output from the BICM encoder are then further formatted via
an OSTBC encoder, prior to transmission across the channel.
From (4), clearly the kth element of z C C'- x 1 corresponds
to the output from a fading AWGN scalar channel, where the
input is the kth element of a. For the kth modulated symbol,
ak, the BICM log-likelihood metrics are then calculated for
the corresponding bits i (= 1, . . ., M) according to [16]
P (zk a:~H)
L:-nEd,EA
111aCAIP(Zk la,H)
aH

Nt

N

ki

(15)

ZaAp0

equation

Nt +1 Sk)

} rk

(A)+I

(Nr

(1)

(13)

where A' and A' denote the subsets of the (scalar) transmit
constellation A with ith bit equal to 0 and 1 respectively, Zk
is the kth element of z, and

p(zk a,H) = H 2 exp (k 'Y:Hl aFa ) (16)
where A = diag (1/ S11, . ., 1 /SNtNt l), trk(.) denotes the
F
kth elementary symmetric function and Skk corresponds to S
These metrics are deinterleaved, and decoded using a softwith the kth row and column removed.
decision Viterbi algorithm.
To gain further insight, we consider the special case of Nt
2 and Nr = 2. By definition trl (A) = 2 and tr2 (A) =1, A. Saddlepoint Approximation for the Codeword Pairwise
and it is easily shown that the solution to (13) is given by
Error Probability (C-PEP)
The union bound on BER for BICM can be found directly
4 t2
(14) from the C-PEP, f (d, 1t, A, 'y), where d is the codeword
7cp = lS tS-1
Hamming distance and ,u is the labeling map. For the case we
1 for the Alamouti code. Noting are considering of BICM with OSTBC, we employ the analysis
where we assumed Rc
that lSl is a decreasing function of the channel correlation, approach in [7, 8] based on the saddlepoint approximation [17,
we see thatzycp, defining the relative performance of OSTBC App. 5A]
and SM, varies monotonically with the correlation, indicating
that OSTBC is more resilient to correlation than SM.
1
(17)
ML(S)
f (d,M, A<y)
Fig. 2 shows OSTBC capacity curves based on (12), and the
SM-ZF capacity (derived in [6]), in low and high correlation
scenarios. As expected, we see a crossing point between the where ML is the moment generating function (m.g.f.) of the
respective OSTBC and SM curves, which moves significantly likelihood ratio L at an arbitrary point in time, given by3
A
to the right (i.e. by approximately 16 dB) as the spatial cor(18)
ML(S) =E[ [exp(sLJ)]
relation increases. This result suggests that practical adaptive
switching strategies (such as the method proposed in Section and KLI(s) denotes the second derivative of the cumulant
V) should be designed to take into account not only the generating function KCL(S) = l11ML(s), evaluated at the
average SNR, but also the spatial correlation information.
saddlepoint s, which is the real minimizing value of ML (S).
For OSTBC transmission, the m.g.f. is easily obtained using
(15), (16), and (18) as
IV. ERROR PROBABILITY OF OSTBC WITH BICM IN
DOUBLE-SIDED CORRELATED CHANNELS

l2wdKiLi(S)S

The results above show that significant information theoretic
gains could be achieved by switching between OSTBC and
SM, depending on the channel quality (measured by the SNR
and spatial correlation). In practical systems however, suboptimal low-complexity transmission strategies are typically
employed, such as BICM. For these practical systems, the
average BER is the performance measure of interest.
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Mi(s) B ZaCAm exp (
L

aCAE

exp (

FJI
HII(aka-)+nkI2)

r_J1JH11|

(ak

12
))+nk

where, for notational convenience, we have grouped the expectation variables into the vector V = (ak, Im, u, k, H, nk),
where u is a uniform binary random variable.
3Note that, due to the time independence, we drop the L subscripts.
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In general, this equation does not admit a closed-form
solution. At high SNR, however, closed-form solutions do exist
and these provide an approximation for all SNRs. Following
the general approach in [7, 8] we average over the uniform bitpositions m, bit-swapping values u, and symbols ak C Al
and apply the Dominated Convergence Theorem to obtain
Pipm

M4L (S)

=

E 'PM,i

m,i ()

(19)
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,PM
sM
I1I
BPSK
{1}
I{4.0}
1Ti
QPSK
{1}
-{2.0}
16QAM
_{0.4, 1.6}
{3/4, 1/4}
{7/12, 1/4, 1/12, 1/12} _{ 0.0952, 0.3810, 0.8571, 1.5238}
64QAM

TABLE I
BREAKDOWN OF DISTANCE MULTIPLICITIES BETWEEN COMPLEMENT
BICM SUBSETS FOR VARIOUS CONSTELLATIONS WITH GRAY LABELING

i=l

10

IIH7

exp
H

J

4

where the sets 'PM (with cardinality Pvm I) and Sm are defined
in Table I, with ith element PM,i and SM,i respectively, and
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Averaging

exp

over

n,

and

using (6)
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-.Tj,FM,jS(1-s)
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Finally,

we use

(8) to obtain

e= jl

Aq ,

Aq

(1

+

SM,ijAq,f S( -s) )

(21)

Fig. 3. Simulated and analytical BER of 2 X 2 BICM-OSTBC employing
the optimal 1 rate code (dfree = 10). The exponential model is used, with
ptx = 0.5 and prx = 0.1.

Noting that the m.g.f. (19) is minimized at the saddlepoint
2, and using (21) and (19) in (17), we obtain the saddlepoint
approximation to the C-PEP given by (22).
s

2

curves were obtained from (24),
simulated curves in all cases.

B. Simplified C-PEP
Applying the following approximation to the denominator
of (22)

4 A4 qe)
(^SV Aq )
simplified C-PEP expression given by (24).
(

we

obtain

a

+

1

SNR (dB)

and

are

within

1

dB of the

V. PRACTICAL ADAPTIVE MIMO ALGORITHM

(23)

C. Performance Results
Fig. 3 compares the preceding analytical BICM-OSTBC
BER expressions with Monte-Carlo simulation results, for
a 2 x 2 system with various Gray-labeled constellations.
Results are presented for the optimal 64-state 1/2 rate binary
convolutional code with dfree = 10. The 'saddlepoint' curves
were obtained from the C-PEP expression (22), and are clearly
tight for low to moderate BERs. The 'saddlepoint (approx)'

We now propose an adaptive MIMO transmission algorithm
based on theoretical BER expressions we have just derived.
The algorithm switches between BICM-OSTBC and BICMSM and exploits the statistical channel information (i.e., average SNR and channel spatial correlation). To enable transmission over the wireless link we define a set of transmission
modes, which are combinations of modulation/coding schemes
(MCSs) and MIMO transmission techniques (i.e., OSTBC or
SM). We use the eight MCSs proposed in the IEEE 802.11a
standard for wireless local area networks, with increasing
values of data rate (R). The key idea of the algorithm is to
compute the theoretical BER for given channel condition and
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Fig. 4.
of OSTBC and SM are obtained from the approximations in (24) and [7],
respectively. The exponential model is used, with ptx = 0.1 and prx = 0.05.
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Fig. 5. Spectral efficiency for adaptive MIMO 2x2 systems in different prop-

agation scenarios. The MIMO channel is simulated according to the COST259 physical channel model [9]. Two channel environments are considered:
"Pico-cell, GOL" and "Macro-cell, GTU".

select the transmission mode that yields the highest spectral
efficiency while satisfying a predefined target BER.
Fig. 4 depicts the theoretical BER performance of different
modes in double-sided spatially correlated channels, with
Ptx = 0.1 and Prx = 0.05. The curves with circles represent
the BER for the eight MCSs with BICM-OSTBC derived
from (24), and the curves with stars refer to the closed-form
BER expression of BICM-SM in [7]. The performance of
the adaptive algorithm with predefined target BER of 10-6
is depicted with the solid curve. It is possible to see that, for
given transmit/receive spatial correlation, as the SNR increases
the proposed adaptive method switches to the higher order
modes to enhance the spectral efficiency while satisfying the
predefined target BER. Note that in Fig. 4 we applied the adaptive algorithm to the theoretical BER in (24) and [7], rather
than empirical BER derived from simulations. In practical
systems, the switching thresholds can be empirically adjusted
to compensate for the small SNR gap between theoretical and
simulated BER curves shown in Fig. 3.
Next, we show the performance of the proposed method
in terms of spectral efficiency, R(1 -BER), for the same
target BER of 10-6. We simulated the propagation channel
according to the COST-259 physical channel model [9] and
assumed uniform linear array (ULA) configuration with halfwavelength element spacing both at the transmitter and receiver. Two different radio environments are simulated: picocell with generalized office line-of-sight (GOL) defined with
8 clusters and random generated AS and AOA/AOD; macrocell with generalized typical urban (GTU) defined with single
cluster, AS= 100 and angle of arrival/departure of = 00 (i.e.,
broadside directions). The transmit/receive spatial correlation
matrices are computed by averaging the instantaneous MIMO
channel over time. Fig. 5 shows that in high SNR regime
our proposed adaptive MIMO algorithm doubles the spectral
efficiency of conventional systems employing adaptive MCSs
with fixed OSTBC transmission scheme. It is possible to see
that the performance of the adaptive algorithm is better in
"Pico-cell, GOL" due to the higher number of clusters that
yield lower spatial correlation.
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